
Unit 7 Quiz                                                                                                        Name: ____________________ 

Complete the sentence. Choose the correct word or phrase. Circle A, B, C or D. 
 

1. The red dress is $100. The black one is $200. The red dress is ____ the black one. 
A) cheap as          B) more cheap        C) cheaper          D) cheaper than 

 

2. Sneakers are _____ shoes. 

A) comfortabler   B) more comfortable      C) more comfortable than  
D) comfortable as 

 

3. The blue shirt is $20. The black shirt is $10. The black shirt isn't ____ the blue shirt. 
A) expensiver than     B) more expensive     C) expensive as     D) as expensive as 

 

4. The lasagna is good. The spaghetti is terrible. The lasagna is ____ the spaghetti. 
A) more good than     B) gooder than    C)  as good      D) better than 

 

5. That sweater is old and dirty. It isn't ____ this one. 
A) as nice as         B) nice than           C) nicer as          D) more nice 

 

Write the comparative form of the adjective in parentheses. Use more or -er. 
 

6. _____________________ (cool) 7. _____________________ (new) 

8. _____________________ (big)    9. _____________________ (baggy) 

10. _____________________ (colorful) 

 

Read the text. Choose True or False. Circle A or B. 

 
 

My family likes shopping—but I don't! 

I hate shopping. Ever since I was 5 and was lost at the mall. I wear shorts and T-shirts 
most of the time. They're my favorite things to wear.  

My sister Joan likes jeans. She wears jeans every day. She wears them at home and at 
work. She likes designer jeans because they're more stylish than regular jeans. 

My brother Bruce likes jeans, too. But he doesn't like designer jeans. He likes regular 
jeans because they're cheaper than designer jeans. He also likes sneakers. He doesn't like 
shoes because shoes aren't as comfortable as sneakers. 

My sister Amy likes skirts. She doesn't like jeans. For Amy, jeans aren't as nice as skirts, 
especially in hot weather. Last Saturday, Amy was at the mall. She was there for hours. 
And Joan and Bruce were, too. 

Everyone else in my family likes buying new clothes. But not me! 
 

 
11. Joan likes designer jeans because they aren't as expensive as regular jeans. 

A) True B) False 
 

12. Joan thinks that regular jeans aren't as stylish as designer jeans. 
A) True B) False 

 
13. Bruce doesn't like designer jeans because they are more expensive than regular jeans. 

A) True B) False 
 

14. Bruce doesn't like sneakers, but he likes shoes. 
A) True B) False 

 
15. Amy thinks skirts are nice. 

A) True B) False 
 


